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Subject- Social Studies
Our Rights
Sunita reads in Grade 4. She has friends like Dorje, Muniya and Alam. They take
information about children's and women's rights from Social Studies teacher.
Sunita: Namaskar! Miss. We have come to meet you.
Teacher: How can I help you ? Ok! Dorj, Muniya and Alam are here.
Sunita: From people we heard that children have rights. We have no idea about it,
Miss. We want you to tell us a little about it.

Teacher: Sure! All things needed for a life with dignity are called children's rights.
For example, you have rights to nutritious food to survive, health service
and quality education for your development. Look at a few from the list
of children's rights.
Muniya: Oh! Child right is a thing we must have then.
Teacher: Besides, children should be protected from discrimination, violence, bad
behavior and insult. Similarly, children's right to involve themselves in the activities
of home, family, school and society also come under child right.
Right to Survive
Alam: Miss, what about woman's right? Should we not learn about it ? Please offer
to tell us.
Teacher: Why not ! Certainly ! Our constitution has made a provision of woman's
rights in the form of fundamental rights. They are as follows:
No woman shall be discriminated because just she is a woman. Every woman
shall have right to reproductive health. No violent physical, social, mental or
other form of torture shall be inflicted against women. Both sons and
daughters have equal right to property.
All students: Thank you very much for providing us with information about child
rights and woman's rights. We will definitely share these things with
other friends too.
Activities
1. You have got right to education. Apart from these, what other rights have
you got? Choose from the given rights and write in your copy.
Right
Rights to play
Rights to entertainment
Rights to nutritious food
Rights to health services
Rights to look after disabled
Rights to love and affection
Rights to non-discrimination

2. Compare the following two pictures and explain in your copy.

3. Why do you need rights?

Subject-Computer
1. Fill in the blanks:
a. Computers are used in schools to ______ students.
b. Computers are used in bank to do ______ tasks.
c. Computers are used in hospitals to _____ diseases of patients.
d. Computer does tasks in _____ steps.
e. Treating of data according to instruction is ______.
f. ______ use computers in different experiments.

The End.

